
Spiritual Lessons from a BAD Dog! (#6)
(Editor’s Note: Previous issues of our current series in the Oracle, on the subject matter of: “Spiritual Lessons from a 
BAD Dog” are available on the lower shelf, of the hat rack, in our foyer.  If you have not read these previous issues, you 
might need to avail yourself of copies to read, in order that you fully understand this series.)
S

o, I thought you might enjoy seeing the hairy beast who has been the subject of our recent on-going 
series of Oracle articles. Yes, I’ve learned many spiritual lessons from our younger son’s “BAD” 
dog (my therapy dog), in the last few months.  By the way, he is the one sporting the red collar, not 
the TRUMP 2020 hat on his head.  No, he is not “kissing” me, he’s just whispering his order for his 
favorite burger at the Whataburger drive-thru (meat & bread only, no veggies or condiments), but I 
digress.

As I have mentioned before, while “Mr. Loki” has been reminding me of some of the Lord’s many 
spiritual lessons for His disciples, I’ve been trying to teach the “bad boy” some new tricks.  Sadly, 
much like me, he is often a slow learner!  In fact, sometimes he is so “mule-headed,” I have had to 
practice some “tough love” on him.  However, since God has often disciplined me (please read Heb. 
12:5-11), I decided it would be good for me to exercise the same loving discipline on my son’s 
mischievous BAD Dog, whenever he misbehaves.

OK, I hope none of you are card-carrying members of the ASPCA, but yes, I have had to “spank” him on a few 
occasions lately.  Let me hasten to add, though, I’ve never abused the little guy.  In fact, I’ve probably gone too easy
on him.  I am reminded of my own father saying, “this is going to hurt me more than it hurts you,” just before his 
belt cleared belt loops (a sound more frightening than a 12-gauge pump shotgun chambering a fresh shell of 
double-ought buckshot), but again, I digress, so I sincerely apologize.

 remember thinking (but never verbalizing) during those somber discipline sessions, “well if 
that’s the case, let’s sit down here and talk it over; no use both of us being in anguish!”  
However, looking back now on my dad’s loving reproof and rebuke, the only “abusing” he was 
ever guilty of was not spanking me more often.  Really, when he said that trite, but true old 

expression, I thought he must be kidding. Later in life, when Janice and I became the parents of three 
children of our own, I found out my dad was not joking.

I
In the 1970’s and early 1980’s, researchers in the field of Psychotherapy, formulated an effective treatment protocol 
for behavioral change known as, “Behavior Modification Therapy” (or BMT). The “BMT” protocol called for the
change of a subject’s behavior, over time, by the application of both positive and negative reinforcement techniques, 
which are intended to increase desirable behavior and to reduce problematic behavior (sourced from an article in the online 
encyclopedia, known as “Wikipedia,” and from numerous articles in the “Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis”). 
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“BMT” proved to be a highly effective methodology for effecting behavioral change, and its developers were 
lauded as great pioneers in the then emerging psychological genre of behavioral change. There was just one 
problem with giving credit to the psychiatrists and psychologists who supposedly discovered and developed 
“BMT.” For you see, by the 1970’s & 1980’s, “BMT” had been clearly outlined and taught in God’s Book, the 
Holy Bible, for several thousand years.

Please consider the Biblical evidence of my contention by contemplating just a few Biblical references to the 
existence of “BMT,” almost from the beginning of time. One outstanding passage would be the story of Cain and 
Able, found in Genesis 4:1-16. The “moral” of the story is found in God’s use of Behavior Modification Therapy 
upon Cain after he murdered his brother Abel. “And the LORD said unto Cain, …What hast thou done? The voice
of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground. And now art thou cursed from the earth, which hath opened 
her mouth to receive thy brother's blood from thy hand; when thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth yield 
unto thee her strength; a fugitive shalt thou be in the earth. And Cain said unto the LORD, My punishment is 
greater than I can bear” (Gen. 4:9-13). 

Just two more references from the book of Proverbs, and one from the New Testament, and my space 
for this article will be exhausted. “Chasten thy son while there is hope and let not thy soul spare for his 
crying” (Prov. 19:18). “Apply thine heart unto instruction, and thine ears to the words of knowledge. 
Withhold not correction from the child: for if thou beatest him with the rod, he shall not die. Thou shalt 
beat him with the rod, and shalt deliver his soul from hell” (Prov. 23:12-14). “And, ye fathers, provoke 
not your children to wrath: but bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord” (Ephesians 
6:4).

Folks, God’s style of loving discipline, which includes the two great principles of rewarding good 
behavior and punishing bad behavior (sometimes involving the administration of corporal punishment, 
or as my dad called it, “applying the board of education to the seat of my learning”) works well. It 
works on adults and children, and even on BAD dogs, as I have been reminded by recent experiences. 
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